This session will address parents' important questions such as: who are the stakeholders involved in specialized reading instruction across the Division; how do staff determine an appropriate instructional match and progress monitor intervention; how is specialized reading instruction being provided in the school setting; and, what are the details of the training being provided for staff.

Through collaborative participation in this session, parents will gain:

- A deeper understanding of the professional learning expectations and coursework for specialized reading instruction provided to teachers in LCPS.
- Best practice instructional look-fors in specialized reading instruction, through engaging in collaborative dialogue, demonstrations, and video modeling activities.
- Knowledge of roles and responsibilities of stakeholders in specialized reading from around the Division.

Register by calling 571-252-6540, CLICK HERE or go to lcps.org/parentresourceservices

If, due to a disability, you need assistance to enable you to participate in a workshop or need an interpreter, call Parent Resource Services at 571-252-6540 at least five working days prior to the event.